
Cal Spa Hot Tub
Parts by
spaparts123
Discover the ultimate source for all your Cal Spa hot tub part needs. From
pumps and filters to lighting and sanitizers, spaparts123 has the high-
quality replacement parts to keep your spa running at its best.

by spa part

https://spaparts123.com/cal-spa-parts/


Replacement Parts Catalog

Spa Pumps
Find the perfect replacement pump to power
your Cal Spa hot tub.

Filter Cartridges
Keep your water crystal-clear with our top-
quality filter cartridges.

LED Lighting
Upgrade your spa's ambiance with our
energy-efficient LED lighting options.

Heater Elements
Restore heat and comfort with our selection
of durable heater elements.



Spa Pump Repair
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Rebuild
Replace any worn or damaged parts and reassemble the pump with
precision.

Diagnose
Identify the root cause of your spa pump issue, whether it's a faulty
impeller or worn bearings.

Disassemble
Carefully dismantle the pump to access the internal components in need
of repair.



Heater Elements

Durable
Construction
Our heater elements are built
to withstand the rigors of
continuous hot tub use.

Easy Installation
Designed for a straightforward
replacement process, saving
you time and hassle.

Reliable
Performance
Maintain consistent water
temperature and optimal hot
tub functionality.



Filter Cartridges
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Extended Lifespan
Durable construction ensures your filter
lasts through many uses.

High-Efficiency Filtration
Our filter cartridges remove contaminants
and impurities for crystal-clear water.

Easy Maintenance
Quickly and conveniently replace your
filter cartridge as recommended.

Guaranteed Quality
Count on our cartridges to meet or exceed
Cal Spa's original specifications.



LED Lighting

Energy-
Efficient
Our LED lighting
options use less power
to illuminate your hot
tub.

Customizable
Colors
Choose from a range of
vibrant hues to set the
perfect ambiance.

Long-Lasting
Enjoy your LED lights
for years with their
durable, reliable
design.

Easy
Installation
Our LED lights are
simple to set up and
integrate with your Cal
Spa.



Ozonators and Sanitizers
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Ozonation
Ozonators naturally purify
your hot tub water, reducing
the need for harsh chemicals.

Sanitization
Complementary sanitizers
further enhance water quality
and help maintain a healthy,
hygienic spa.

Maximize
Enjoyment
With clean, clear water, you
can fully relax and unwind in
your Cal Spa.



Troubleshooting Tips

Issue

Lack of Heat

Weak Water Flow

Spa Pump Failure

Water Discoloration

Possible Cause

Faulty heater element

Clogged filter

Worn bearings or impeller

Inadequate sanitization

Solution

Replace heater element

Clean or replace filter 
cartridge
Rebuild or replace pump

Check and adjust chemical 
levels



Contact Us

Phone
Call us at 702-629-1877 for personalized
assistance.

Online Chat
Chat with our knowledgeable representatives
through our website.

Email
Send us an email at
spaparts123@yahoo.com for prompt
responses.

In-Person
Visit our showroom to browse our parts
selection and get expert advice.


